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Pen and ink, or line art, goes back to 
Renaissance literary and scientifi c 

books, which were printed using woodcuts 
to produce illustrations of black lines on 
white paper. This tutorial continues the 
evolution of line art, by explaining how 
to create it using Illustrator CS2. 

Line art has advantages over continuous 
tone or colour artwork, including quick 
production, lower reproduction costs and 
accurate visual representation. It is 
composed of organised patterns created by 
high-contrast marks, generally black marks 
on a white medium. By varying the density, 
direction, and width of those marks it is 
possible to simulate the three-dimensional 
form. Effective line art displays distinct 
patterns that differentiate textures, lighting 
and content, employs visual cues to focus 
the content, and will always reproduce well. 

Here you’ll do away with traditional pen 
and ink and use Illustrator and a graphics 
tablet to produce digital line art that looks 
and feels like traditional line art. You can 
use Illustrator 8 right through to CS2, 
because the tools used have changed very 
little. To control the lines you’ll need a 
graphics tablet with at least 512 levels of 
pressure sensitivity. Then you’ll use the 
Paintbrush tool to create the illustration. 

The goal here is to produce an 
illustration that doesn’t look like it was 
created using a computer, so draw naturally 
and resist the temptation to use Illustrator 
to make your image too perfect.

1First open the fi le ink.ai from the CD and 
double-click on the Paintbrush tool to 

open its Preferences. In Options, uncheck 
Fill New Brushstrokes so you won’t have 
to worry about the Fill colour. Next uncheck 
Keep Selected and Edit Selected Paths to 
make the Paintbrush work a little faster. 

Tutorial and illustration by Mike de la Flor
www.delaflor.com

ON THE CD

TIME NEEDED

3-4 hours

INFO

Mike de la 
Flor is a 
freelance 
medical 
illustrator, 

writer and instructor. 
He’s also the author of 
The Digital Biomedical 
Illustration Handbook, 
as well as other CG 
titles. Find out more 
at www.delaflor.com.

You'll fi nd all the fi les 
you need to complete 
this tutorial in the folder 
marked Tutorial\Anatomy 
on this issue’s CD. 

ILLUSTRATOR

Freelance medical illustrator Mike de la Flor guides you step-by-step through the essential concepts of medical 
illustration. Here he reveals the fundamentals of digital pen and ink techniques in Illustrator
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ANATOMY ILLUSTRATED

2Now call up the Brushes palette and 
click on the New Brush icon. In the New 

Brush dialog, check New Calligraphic Brush
and set the Preferences as shown above. 
Name the brush Large before creating 
another with its Diameter set to .8. Name 
the new brush Medium and then create 
another brush set to .2. This time choose 
Fixed instead of Pressure.

3 If you're using a tablet, line widths are 
determined by the pressure applied to 

the pen. More pressure produces a thicker 
line, less produces a thinner line. However, 
you can thicken a line by going over it again 
with a new line, much as you would in a 
traditional pen and ink illustration.

4 In the Paintbrush Tolerances dialog 
a low Fidelity value will produce a 

rougher path with more points, especially if 
it is drawn slowly. Keep Fidelity set to one or 
two. Smoothness averages the line, so high 
values are not desirable. Try to maintain this 
tolerance at around two.
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5Paintbrush 
strokes are paths 

with Brush Styles 
applied, so they may 
be edited with the 
standard path-editing 
tools. But it’s not a 
good idea to edit every 
brush stroke because 
that would create a 
stiff illustration full of 
perfect lines. Let your 
style come through by 
editing minimally.

6Minimise (don’t close) the current document and open 
the fi le practice.ai from the CD. Select a brush and 

attempt to match the lines in Panel A by gradually varying 
pen pressure as you trace. Do the same for Panel B before 
experimenting a little with the Paintbrush preferences.

7Although this is an 
advanced tutorial, it’s still 

important to emphasise the 
use of layers to organise the 
illustration. In this case it's to 
defi ne parts of the illustration 
either by anatomy or detail. 
Also, remember to save 
incremental fi les of your 
work to minimise data loss.

8 This illustration is designed so that the 
emphasis and focus is on the muscles of the 

shoulder. Visual cues include a larger amount of 
lighting, contrast and depth in the area of interest. 
The amount of detail should be greatest in the 
shoulder muscles and fade with distance.

| TUTORIAL

10 In a new layer, outline the muscles using 
your Medium brush. As with the fi gure, vary 

line widths to indicate lighting and shape. Retrace 
some lines to make them bolder. Now adjust the 
Tolerances until you get the line quality you want.

11 Draw lines that delineate the major bundles 
or striations as seen above. Again, you can 

indicate shape using line widths. For instance, use 
thicker widths in lines on the underside of the 
muscle and add shadow areas as shown here.  

12 To simulate volume it’s important to indicate 
one dominant light source. With the Medium 

brush draw loose, thin, virtually parallel lines 
in-between the bundle lines, with fewer lines in light 
areas and more or thicker lines in areas of shadow.

13Highlights can be created in two ways. 
The fi rst is to interrupt the lines where the 

highlight appears, by lifting up the pen to create 
a gap. Usually the line tapers as it approaches the 
highlight. Alternatively, switch the Stroke colour to 
white and draw over the black lines.

Zoom-in on complex 
areas so that you can 
see details easily. Usually 
200 to 400 per cent are 
good zoom values to 
work in. But keep in 
mind that lines and 
patterns will look 
different when magnifi ed. 
It’s a good idea to print 
your work occasionally 
to get a good overview.

ZOOM-IN

You can adjust your line 
widths by simply opening 
the Brush Options dialog 
for the brush you want 
to change, adjusting the 
Diameter values and 
pressing OK. Press Apply 
to Strokes to update the 
brush strokes back in the 
original document.

LINE WIDTHS

9Trace the fi gure’s contours with your Large 
paintbrush. Create thicker line widths in areas 

such as the underside of the arms or areas that 
may be in shadow. Try to taper line width when 
reaching the end of an outline. Keep the lines 
loose and don’t attempt to make them fl awless.
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16Tendons are lighter in colour and 
often not as complex, so they offer 

an opportunity to create a different texture 
with the muscles. With your Medium or 
Small brush, draw a few thin lines to indicate 
the direction of each tendon as shown.

17The forearm is not a focal area, so 
fi nish it with a few loose lines using 

your Small brush. Be sure to draw the muscle 
bundles in the direction seen above to keep 
the illustration accurate. 

18The latissimus muscle and most of the 
trapezius muscle are not part of the 

main focus, so these muscles are not drawn 
as dark or detailed as the deltoids or upper 
arm muscles, which should be the main focus.

19 Complete the illustration with a 
background. In this case the fi gure 

has been cropped and a box is used to focus 
and balance the illustration. Notice that 
the arm overlaps the box, adding depth to 
the overall illustration. 

20Most medical illustrations intend to 
educate, so for this example each 

muscle is labelled. With the Type tool, add 
labels, and use the Line or Pen tool to enter 
callouts. To keep the callouts from cluttering 
up the illustration, draw a white line next to 
each one, as shown above.

21Because the 
illustration 

created is digital, it’s 
possible to make a 
background, colour 
scheme, font and 
effect variations 
easily. Additionally, 
the digital image may 
be repurposed for 
print, screen display, 
animation and video.

14Another useful traditional pen and 
ink technique is to scratch back to 

remove ink. To simulate this technique, 
create a solid black shape with the Pen tool 
and with a white brush draw lines, as seen 
above. This eliminates the need to draw lots 
of thick black lines in a very dark area.

15Continue to 
draw each of 

the muscle groups, 
paying attention to 
your composition, 
lighting and 
technique. Always 
decrease the 
amount of detail 
as the distance 
increases from the 
focal area. The 
scapula creates 
a bump shown by 
a highlight.

Preparing the illustration 
for print is an important 
step in the production 
process. Always work 
with a copy when 
following the next steps. 
If exporting as a TIFF go 
to File>Export and 
choose TIFF. Set the 
Colour Mode to Greyscale 
and the Resolution to 
between 600 and 1,200 
dpi to retain line quality. 
If exporting to Photoshop, 
collapse layers as much 
as possible to reduce 
your fi nal fi le size. 

PREPARING FOR PRINT

22 The Paintbrush is one of the most versatile tools in the Illustrator 
cache. With a little customisation and careful planning it’s possible 

to create digital pen and ink illustrations that are undiscernable from and 
far more versatile than traditional methods.  
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